QUOTES ABOUT CINDY SCOTT
"Bold, brave interpretive elan...on par with Tierney Sutton and Kate McGarry."
- Christopher Loudon, JazzTimes Magazine
“With her lovely voice and presence, she radiates the joy of making music. Go hear
her!”
- Karrin Allyson, Jazz Vocalist and five-time Grammy Nominee
"That was the best set of music I have seen in a very long time!"
- Allen Toussaint, New Orleans musical giant
“This is one of the best recordings to come out of New Orleans in a long time. I
can’t stop listening to it. Great performances by all, and beautifully produced. I LOVE
IT!”
- Harold Battiste, 6 time GRAMMY winner/10 Gold records, Producer, Composer,
Arranger, Educator
“Her voice moves seamlessly between influences, holding a masterfully controlled
vibrato on one phrase before dipping into a bluesy purr on the next.”
- Jennifer Odell, Downbeat Magazine
“Cindy Scott sings with a breezy, sunlit style that belies her exacting vocal
craftsmanship.”
- Lawrence Cosentino, Lansing City Pulse
“She has the serious jazz chops that enable her to improvise on a dime on whatever
chord changes are thrown her way… the highest praise of all, she really doesn't
sound like anyone else.”
- Tom McDermott, Offbeat Magazine, HBO's Treme
"I can tell you that after auditioning Cindy Scott’s Historia album a few weeks ago...I
determined it would go into our rotation immediately. Every jazz radio station
should be playing this record...the music is wonderful and really showcases Cindy’s
incredible vocal skills.”
- Eric S. Cohen, Music Director WAER 88.3 FM, Syracuse, NY
“Listening to Cindy Scott’s music is synonymous with experiencing an oasis of
musical delight. She not only captivates those within earshot of her unique melodic
influences, she expands the vocal horizons of artistic impressionism at its best. Her

latest CD entitled Historia goes the distance towards creating a musical blend that is
quite pleasing to the soul.”
- Sheldon T. Nunn, Music Director KTSU “The Choice” 90.9 FM, Houston, TX
“Cindy spins a melody with an open warm tone that drips slowly like New Orleans
honey. Passion and conviction mixed with wisdom and humor flow from this fiery
and sexy redhead.”
- Roseanna Vitro, GRAMMY Nominated Jazz Vocalist
"There is so much craft, creativity and love packed into this one disc! The song with
the choir is gorgeous, I love your originals, the tunes with Karrin Allyson are
smoking, and you sing with passion and connection throughout! Bravo and may she
have long long legs!”
- Kate McGarry, GRAMMY Nominated Jazz Vocalist
“Scott is a musical artist who delivers fables and stories and vignettes of life and love.
But the young lady can also swing you into bad health.”
- Roger Crane, AllAboutJazz.com
" The singer Cindy Scott is credible and entertaining as, by turns, a playful coquette,
an affectionate daughter, and a devoted lover… not only a rich vocal talent, but a
smart and contemporary writer of content herself. This is a pro New Orleans may
be proud to share with the world.”
- Jack Hopke, WWNO, New Orleans
“SUPERB!”
- Linda Yohn, Music Director, WEMU-FM, Ypsilanti, MI
“Vocalist Cindy Scott is a rare breed of artist — comfortably covering a variety of
music, undaunted by genre barriers and walls that scare lesser singers into pursuing a
singular line of musical thought.”
- Dan Bilawsky, AllAboutJazz.com

